Handmade in Cuba
Rolando Estévez and the Beautiful Books of Ediciones Vigía
EDITED BY RUTH BEHAR, JUANAMARÍA CORDONES-COOK, AND KRISTIN SCHWAIN
Hardcover $40.00 $30.00

Staging Discomfort
Performance and Queerness in Contemporary Cuba
BRETTON WHITE
Hardcover $85.00 $35.00

Picturing Cuba
Art, Culture, and Identity on the Island and in the Diaspora
EDITED BY JORGE DUANY
Hardcover $80.00 $40.00

Operation Pedro Pan and the Exodus of Cuba’s Children
DEBORAH SHNIOKAL
Hardcover $65.00 $35.00

The Mariel Boatlift
A Cuban-American Journey
VICTOR ANDRES TRIAY
Hardcover $24.95 $20.00

Latin American Culture and the Limits of the Human
EDITED BY LUCY BOLLINGTON AND PAUL MERCHANT
Hardcover $85.00 $35.00

Geopolitics, Culture, and the Scientific Imaginary in Latin America
EDITED BY MARÍA DEL PILAR BLANCO AND JOANNA PAGE
Hardcover $95.00 $45.00

The Politics of Language in Puerto Rico
Revisited
AMILCAR ANTONIO BARRETO
Hardcover $80.00 $30.00

Latino Orlando
Suburban Transformation and Racial Conflict
SIMONE DELERME
Hardcover $80.00 $30.00

Tossed to the Wind
Stories of Hurricane Maria Survivors
MARÍA T. PADILLA AND NANCY ROSADO
Hardcover $24.95 $20.00

Digital Humanities in Latin America
EDITED BY HÉCTOR FERNÁNDEZ L’HOESTE AND JUAN CARLOS RODRÍGUEZ
Hardcover $90.00 $40.00

The New Brazilian Mediascape
Television Production in the Digital Streaming Age
ELI LEE CARTER
Hardcover $85.00 $35.00

Pablo Escobar and Colombian Narcoculture
ALDONA BIALOWAS POBUTSKY
Hardcover $85.00 $35.00

The Insubordination of Photography
Documentary Practices under Chile’s Dictatorship
ANGELES DONOSO MACAYA
Hardcover $80.00 $30.00

La Joven Moderna in Interwar Argentina
Gender, Nation, and Popular Culture
CECILIA TOSSOUNIAN
Hardcover $80.00 $30.00

VISIT OUR VIRTUAL BOOTH FOR DISCOUNTS UP TO 60%
AT UPRESS.UFL.EDU/LASA20 AND USE CODE LASA20